Comparison Between Moodle LMS and Enhance LMS
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Moodle LMS
Enhance LMS
Moodle LMS is an open source system Enhance LMS is a proprietary
written in PHP.
application developed by team
Enhance.
Software
used
for
development are .Net for the
development and SQL in the backend
Moodle LMS was originally designed Enhance LMS is meant for online
for the education market and lack training and training department of the
some of the key features needed for companies to deliver online training to
workplace
learning
for
e.g. adult learners in the absence of an
organization hierarchies etc.
Instructor. E-learning is the whole point.
E-Learning is a part of the entire flow.
Open Source like the Android System. Controlled, solid like the iOS
Multiple versions and multiple environment. Since the system is built
upgrades can be confusing for users. in-house, we keep in mind that we will
Upgrading nightmare. Once Moodle is have to offer upgrades to our
customized even slightly, upgrading customers. We consider the pros and
the version of Moodle and migration cons as our product road-map evolves.
of customization from your version to We can help you migrate or upgrade the
the new version is a nightmare.
system in a systematic and controlled
manner.
One of the major hurdle in the open Our application is more secure and selfsource technology is the security of developed so all the loopholes can be
the application. The application is very handled at ease
vulnerable to security threats.
In-built reports are complex and We have specific in-built reports which
creating custom reports is also are simple to retrieve. We can
complicated and expensive because customize reports easily and also
of the sheer breadth of the system. present it in a user friendly manner.
Massive testing is required
Branding
and
getting
your Basic Branding for providing Enhance
organization’s look and feel in Moodle LMS does not incur any additional cost
can be another monetary affair.
Enhanced dependency on PHP Our company develops and supports
developers. Difficult to switch vendors the system with full responsibility to
and also since it is open source, no support the system.
single person can take responsibility
for the system.
Need to buy storage space from a We provide an option to take care of
separate hosting company.
hosting at our end itself.
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It is a massive system with 100s of
features. A lot of which is not required
by most users. It is ‘multiple things for
multiple people’ so it may not be
exactly what you need and it is tough
to just keep what you need. It requires
extensive customization and testing
to turn specific features on and off.
Takes a little tech savvy - Not just any
trainer or teacher can download
Moodle and be up and running with a
quality LMS. It takes a little tech savvy
and access to IT Dept. resources to
implement.
The powerful thing about Moodle is
that you can download and install it
yourself, but what you don't have is
any support. most support is in the
forum based, and if someone in the
community is not interested in your
problem it's often hard to find a
solution.

Advanced system with focus on online
delivery of eLearning. We can customize
and add/remove what you need. Built
for you; as per your requirements.

Enhance system is very easy to maintain
and manage. Even non tech savvy team
can manage the system with the simple
training

Enhance has a team which works as a
support system for the LMS and handles
all the raised queries on timely basis

